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Month Overview :

In this unit, students will be able to understand how to visualize a script
of a story and represent it visually to the audience as scenes in a
storyboard using drawing techniques and knowledge in character design.



Activities and Tasks Overview:

At the beginning of this unit, students were introduced to what
storyboards are and then they were asked to answer the question “Why
do we make storyboards?” using Padlet so they could see all the answers
of their peers and discuss them. As an introduction, students were given
a famous childhood story “The Lion and The Mouse” and they turned the
script into visual sketches to learn how to communicate and represent
the story. Following that, each student chose either a book, a play or a
movie as reference for the upcoming storyboard. Then, they started to
analyze the main characters in the story and their main characteristics
in order to be able to draw the character in different positions.

Assessment Overview:

All four criteria will be covered during this unit, Criterion A (Knowing and
Understanding), Criterion B (Developing Skills), Criterion C (Thinking
Creatively) and Criterion D (Responding)









Month Overview:

Our second unit of the second term talks about modelling, set design and
the way to create a rough cut model for the production design before
applying the plan on a real stage as we stay connected with the previous
unit (the art of dialogues).

Activities and Tasks Overview:

Students started to research modelling and how to create a minimised
model for a production design. They will also start creating models
according to the dialogues they wrote in the previous unit.



Assessment Overview:

Students have started their formative assessments where they are
working in small groups and individually on research and auditioning.

Service as Action:

Students will explore how modelling can show the limit of human
innovation and capability. 







Month Overview :

This unit is integrated with the math discipline where students will work
on connecting both disciplines to achieve the purpose of integration
(Cross-over Tooling). Students will use the skills and concepts learned in
mathematics and graphing the changes that happen through the years
to define environmental problems, and use French vocabulary to write a
report/ poster for the purpose of changing the culture to sustain a good
environment.



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 3) :

We continued this month with our IDU unit “Am I Responsible for my
Environment?” and we finished it. Students discovered some charity
associations. They conducted research on these associations. Then, they
discovered a historical personality “L’abbé Pierre” that is considered as caring
and students searched for other personalities that are caring. Then, we started
exploring some information about animals. students wrote a description about
their pet. We watched videos about some animals that are in danger and we
had some advice on how to save our planet. They enjoyed watching a song
about the environment with some teenagers. We also discussed an
environmental problem “meat consumption” by watching videos and taking
notes. We had some integrated lessons with math and did some revision
between the two subjects. After finishing this unit, we started some revision on
some basic information upon the request of students. Students did their
reflection on Padlet on what they learnt, what they found difficult and what
they found interesting. All the resources are uploaded on both Managebac and
Google classroom. 

 Assessment Overview (Phase 3) :

An IDU summative assessment was done on the 15 of April between Math and
French to cover the objectives of the IDU; A (Grounding), B (Synthesizing), C
(Communicating) and D (Reflecting). 

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 2) :

We continued working on our interdisciplinary unit. Learners understood the
rule of the simple future by going through different activities, videos and
working on a worksheet. After that, learners observed different pictures that
reflect unity, solidarity and cooperation and they wrote their reflection about
how could these terms benefit our environment, Then, they studied some
graphs from the math discipline to calculate the concentration of co2 in the air
that is coming out of cars and they wrote a report in French to find solutions to
this problem. At the end we revised together the covered material to make sure
that learners fully understood our topics.  
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Month Overview :

This month, we finished the IDU unit that was combining both
mathematics and French. Then we started with the new unit (Linear
system). Students will use linear systems to model relationships that are
related to new ideas of social entrepreneurship as our global context.



Activities and Tasks Overview:

From the previous unit, students solved many word problems to identify
environmental problems by representing them as a linear model, in
order to practice more before the summative assessment. In the current
unit, students started with some prior knowledge, as they started
solving different levels of complex linear equations including equations
with fractions. Then, they had an activity using the programme Desmos,
where they learned about the linear system and the solution of the
linear system.

Assessment Overview:

Students completed their IDU summative assessment in the four
Criteria; Criterion A (Discipline Grounding), Criterion B (Synthesizing),
Criterion C (Communicating) and Criterion D (Reflecting). They also took
a formative assessment Criterion B (Investigating Patterns) in the
current unit.

Service as Action:

As a part of the IDU summative assessment, and as an indirect service
students created a poster to solve different environment problems.
Some of these posters are made using the English Language, others
French. Through this service, our students can develop international-
mindedness through global engagement, multilingualism and
intercultural understanding.





Month Overview 

This unit focuses on the handball game as well as the basics rules and skills
of handball.

Activities and Tasks Overview 

Students went through the unit’s overview and statement of inquiry and
answered in groups the inquiry questions. Students watched a video on
the rules of handball. Students learned some of the rules and they
researched about the types of communication. They also learned that
having sufficient space and effective communication between players
inside the court might help build their system in an optimal duration.

Assessment Overview

Formative and summative assessments are under process.








